
CABINETS

AMPLIFIERS
All the 4PRO models are designed using the vast technical 
and practical experience that we posses in the active 
loudspeaker technology.
Each amplifier has a specific input board and set-up to 
optimise the performance in conjunction to the specific 
transducers in each model.
The rear panel is equipped with XLR/Jack (Combo) balanced 
inputs, XLR output link, protected gain control and Powercon 
or VDE Mains Input.
The subwoofer’s amplifier offers mono/stereo inputs, 
protected gain control, low pass filters, mono/stereo 
crossover outputs, crossover frequency selection switch and 
phase control switch.

TRANSDUCERS
For the design of the 4PRO series, all new high frequency 
drivers and midrange units have been developed. Our world 
famous 18” woofer is the choice for the subwoofer models 
of the series.
The compression drivers are the latest in neodymium 
magnetic circuit technology, reaching levels that exceed 2 
Kilogauss in the gap. The pure titanium diaphragms are able 
to reproduce transparent and accurate high frequencies, true 
to all the audio range.
The low frequency transducers used in the 4PRO series have 
been designed for superior reproduction of acoustic signals 
up to the crossover frequency.

All 4PRO cabinets are made in Baltic Birch, heavy duty painted with textured black epoxy paint.
4PRO 3003-A and 4003-A cabinets are coated with ultra strong vinyl while top and bottom endcaps are moulded in high-density 
compact polystyrene.
All models are equipped with professional handles for best handling and transportation.
4PRO 6001-A and 7001-A are equipped with fly track hardware.
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4PRO 3002-SMA
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PRODUCT

4PRO 3002-SMA

4PRO 3003-A

4PRO 4003-A

4PRO 6001-A

4PRO 7001-A

4PRO 8001-AS

4PRO 8002-AS

4PRO 8003-A

4PRO 8001-S

12”neo,3” v.c.

15”neo, 3” v.c.

2x15”neo, 3” v.c.

2x12”neo, 3” v.c.

15”, 3” v.c.

18”, 4” v.c.

18”, 4” v.c.

18”neo, 4” v.c.

18”, 4” v.c.

2”neo, 2.5” v.c.

1”neo, 1.75” v.c.

1”neo, 1.75” v.c.

1”neo, 1.75” v.c.

2”, 2.5” v.c.

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

8”neo, 3” v.c.

10”neo, 2.5” v.c.

-

-

-

-

400 W

750 W

750 W

950 W

950 W

800 W

800 W

1000 W

-

40°x60°

90°x40°

90°x40°

80°x60°

90°x60°

-

-

-

130 dB

131 dB

132 dB

134 dB

130 dB

133 dB

134 dB

134 dB

133 dB

WOOFER C.DRIVERMIDRANGE POWER DIRECT. MAX SPL

Pro experience, 4PRO sound

Since its introduction into the market, 
the 4PRO Series has become the 
standard for professionals bands 
and musicians, clubs and live concert 
venues that want compact high-
performance loudspeakers. 4PRO 
looks great stacked, on poles, or 
flown with simple integrated rigging 
points on top and bottom.

4PRO 4003-A     4PRO 3003-A ON 4PRO 8003-AS


